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Sunday, 1st
NICK HAYWOOD QUARTET (Hobart/Melbourne)

Bassist Nick Haywood initially formed this quartet, featuring Colin Hopkins 
(piano), Stephen Magnusson (guitar) and Allan Browne (drums), five years 
ago, as part of his PhD research. Relatively simple tunes are used as catalysts 
for spontaneous collaborative improvisations, with the complexity in the 
music developing from interaction and musical connectedness between the 
performers. The quartet’s debut CD 1234 (on Jazzhead) was the recipient of 
the Australian Jazz Bell Award for ‘Best Contemporary Jazz Album’ in 2012. 
The performance will feature some of Haywood’s new compositions, as well as 
tunes by artists as diverse as Ornette Coleman, Willie Nelson and Jimmy Webb. 

Tuesday, 3rd
PETER PETRUCCI TRIO

Guitarist Peter Petrucci’s latest trio features Christopher Hale (acoustic 
bass guitar) and Darryn Farrugia (drums). Renowned as one of Australia’s 
finest jazz guitarists for his fluency and technical virtuosity, his uncommon 
refinement has seen him described as a musical poet. An ARIA-nominee for 
Best Jazz Recording in 2001, Petrucci appears on over 40 recordings both as a 
leader and a sideman. This trio will perform mostly original material as well 
as a few renditions of jazz standards. Visit www.peterpetrucci.com

Sunday, 8th
MARINUCCI/HOPKINS/ DiSARIO - Live recording

Longtime collaborators and melodic stylists Colin Hopkins (piano) and 
Gianni Marinucci (trumpet/flugelhorn) will be joined by Frank DiSario 
(acoustic bass) for a special live recording. They will perform mostly original 
material as well as some jazz standards. Dr Tony Gould has this to say about 
the Marinucci/Hopkins duo: “I have had the great pleasure for many years 
of listening to Gianni and Colin as a duo, but also as players in various other 
settings. They are both glorious musicians. They have a remarkable sense 
of musical time and space, and an uncommon sense of melody: incredibly 
refreshing.”

Tuesday, 10th
TIM STEVENS TRIO 

Tim Stevens Trio, formed in 2002, now has four distinctive albums to its 
name, the most recent of which is Scare Quotes (Rufus Records). The blend of 
pre-composed forms and spontaneous collective improvisations found there 
is representative of this intrinsically collaborative and diversely expressive 
group. Tonight’s performance will feature new compositions by Tim Stevens 
(piano), with Ben Robertson (bass) and Dave Beck (drums).

Sunday, 15th    $20 & $15
PAPER TIGER Oehlers-Magnusson-Vanderwal (Perth/Melbourne)

Jamie Oehlers (tenor and soprano saxophones), Steve Magnusson (guitar) 
and Ben Vanderwal (drums) are three widely recognised and acclaimed 

album, Paul Williamson Quartet: LIVE (Jazzhead), epitomises this 
approach. It is his first CD to feature jazz standards and also his first live 
recording. It features mesmerising improvisations, spirited interaction and 
complimentary individual conceptions. The quartet will feature the dynamic 
trio unit of Allan Browne (drums), Joe O’Connor (piano) and Marty Holoubek 
(bass). 

Saturday, 28th
TD2 = NIKO SCHÄUBLE & STEPHEN MAGNUSSON - Premiere 
8.30pm Uptown Jazz Café, upstairs,177 Brunswick Street, Fitzroy 

TD2 is the latest - and most minimalist - incarnation of drummer/composer 
Niko Schäuble’s legendary Tibetan Dixie, which had its premiere in quintet 
form in Berlin 1988. Since 1989 the Australian versions of the band 
performed in varying settings. This new duo ensemble will draw from 
the repertoire amassed over 25 years, based on Schäuble’s ‘rhythmologic’ 
concept. Guitarist Steve Magnusson is one of the most inspiring and creative 
musicians in Australia, and has been a long time collaborator of Schäuble, 
and also featured in several TD ensembles. Performing in a bass-less duo 
is a challenge, but one which should not hinder these two adaptable and 
inventive improvisers.

Sunday, 29th    $18 & $12 (CD+Entry $30/$25)
GRAYSON, FARRUGIA & SHERLOCK - CD launch 

The Hammond organ jazz trio is a rarity on the Australian musical landscape. 
Consisting of the classic Hammond B3 organ together with a Leslie cabinet, 
drums and guitar, it’s an ensemble synonymous with American jazz, gospel 
and rhythm & blues. Four years ago, organist Ben Grayson, guitarist James 
Sherlock and drummer Daniel Farrugia set about reviving the art of the 
Hammond trio in Melbourne, exploring what may be possible with fresh 
ears and a sense of excitement. What they found was an open sound that 
gave equal weight to each musician, allowing a freedom not often found in 
larger ensembles. The Wolf & Hound album is released on the new Australian 
imprint for Hammond music, Eleven Pin Music. 

Tuesday, 31st    
ROB BURKE-TONY GOULD QUARTET (Melbourne/ Hobart)

Co-led by saxophonist Rob Burke (tenor sax & bass clarinet) and piano 
master Tony Gould, with their rhythm team of bassist Nick Haywood (now 
based in Tasmania, Hobart) and drummer Tony Floyd, have played together 
for almost 20 years, and toured nationally and internationally. Their previous 
CD release Live at Bennetts Lane (2011) was their third release as a group 
(all on the Jazzhead label) and first live recording. The group’s orientation is 
towards melodic improvisations and group empathy. They will perform some 
new compositions, as well select works by jazz composers. 
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Sunday, 5th    $20 & $15
MULLER/MAGNUSSON PROJECT (Adelaide/Melbourne)

Co-winners of the 2000 National Jazz Guitar Award at Wangaratta, 

Australian jazz artists came together in 2013 to perform each others’ original 
material in Perth and Melbourne. The results were undeniably strong, so they 
produced an eponymous album to critical acclaim. With distinctly different 
writing styles, the material is diverse, but drawn together by the always clear 
and unique voices of these three exceptional musicians. 

Tuesday, 17th    $20 & $15
CHRISTOPHER HALE’S “SYLVAN CODA” & NATHAN SLATER 
(solo)

In winning the 2012 Freedman Jazz Fellowship, acoustic bass guitarist 
Christopher Hale performed with his then new project, Sylvan Coda. 
Following the win they released a self-titled album featuring this distinctive 
new ensemble. It marks a return to some of his early influences, with music 
that crosses the boundaries between jazz, flamenco and classical music. With 
Gian Slater, Jacq Gawler, Hannah Cameron (wordless vocals & percussion), 
Julian Banks (tenor sax), Nathan Slater (guitar), Johnny Tedesco (percussion 
& dance) and Perth-based guest, Ben VanderWal (drums). They performed at 
the 2014 Melbourne International Jazz Festival and the 2014 Adelaide Guitar 
Festival. There will be a brief opening solo set from Nathan Slater (guitar). 

Sunday, 22nd    $20 & $15
MATTHEW SHEENS SEXTET (New York/Adelaide/Melbourne) 
featuring GIAN SLATER - CD Launch

Young expatriate Australian jazz pianist/composer Matthew Sheens has 
made impressive progress after moving to New York, and currently performs 
in John Pattitucci’s band. His 2012 debut album of originals, Every Eight 
Seconds, was widely acclaimed, and this concert serves as a launch to his 
follow-up album, Intranslatable (ABC Music), which includes classical, folk 
and indie influences. He is returning with Adelaide bassist Lyndon Gray 
(bass) and New York drummer Kenneth Salters (who both toured here with 
Sheens in 2013 as the rhythm section for Quentin Angus), together with 
vocalist/songwriters Gian Slater and New York’s Tiger Darrow, plus Hugh 
Stuckey (guitar). They will present music mainly from Intranslatable, some of 
which features wordless vocals. Visit www.matthewsheens.com

Tuesday, 24th
PAUL WILLIAMSON QUARTET 

Trumpeter/ composer Paul Williamson has established a pattern of 
producing distinctive recordings exhibiting outstanding ensemble 
performances and idiosyncratic compositions.  The release of his ninth 
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Melbourne-based Stephen Magnusson and Sydney-based James Muller 
collaborated for a premiere performance of original music for the MJC 
in January 2012. They are two highly awarded and recognised talents in 
Australian jazz. While still in his 20s Muller had already won the 2000 ARIA & 
Mo awards, and 2004 MCA Freedman Fellowship. He was the recent recipient 
of a $100,000 two-year Australia Council Fellowship, and has recently 
released his latest album, Neurotica. Magnusson won the $30,000 Melbourne 
Music Prize in 2013, while his last release Magnet (on LP and CD), won the 
2013 ‘Bell’ Australian Jazz Award for Contemporary Jazz Album of the Year. 
After an acclaimed appearance at the Wangaratta Festival, they will again 
collaborate with bassist Frank DiSario and drummer Danny Fischer. See 
www.mag.net.au 

Tuesday, 7th    $20 & $15    
MULLER/MAGNUSSON PROJECT (Adelaide/Melbourne)

(See above)

Sunday, 12th    $20 & $15
NOCK/MAGNUSSON/WILSON (Sydney/Melbourne)

Pianist/composer Mike Nock, the recipient of the 2009 ‘Bell’ Australian 
Jazz Awards ‘Hall of Fame’ award, has enjoyed an amazingly fertile 50-year 
international career. Not one to rest on his laurels, Nock stays ‘musically 
fresh’ by working with younger musicians, and taking musical ‘chances’. 
One example was the premiere for the MJC in July 2012 of this bass-less and 
drummer-less collaboration with two of his favourite Melbourne musicians: 
tenor saxophonist Julien Wilson and guitarist Steve Magnusson. With Nock 
on piano and keyboards, they produced a memorable concert of spontaneous 
and creative music making as part of the 2013 Wangaratta Festival, and 
earned critical acclaim for their 2014 Sydney concert. 

Tuesday, 14th    
MIKE NOCK (Sydney) & ALLAN BROWNE (Solo & Duo) - Premiere

Sydney-based international pianist/composer Mike Nock has produced 
several great albums of solo piano over the past three decades. He also has 
a history of duo recordings with drummers, including Open Door with NZ’s 
Frank Gibson and a recent duo recording in Oslo with Lawrence Pike. Last 
year Nock collaborated in a duo with drummer Allan Browne for the first 
time (an MJC concert). Nock will perform a combination of solo piano and 
duo in the intimate setting of Bennetts Lane. Turning 75 later this year, his 
illustrious career (including almost 25 years in the US), has been documented 
in the biographical book, Serious Fun: The Life and Music of Mike Nock, by 
Norman Meehan

Sunday, 19th
WILSON-KELLER & CHRIS HALE (Solo)

This project brings together two exciting contemporary improvisers and 
composers in an intimate duo format. Saxophonist Tim Wilson and pianist 
Andrea Keller first met whilst studying at the VCA, and have since worked 
together in various ensembles including the Bennetts Lane Big Band and the 
Paul Williamson Sextet. Based on a deep mutual respect, Tim and Andrea’s 
open approach to music making allows them to freely explore a broad 
range of improvised and pre-composed material without specific reference 

to genre. Virtuoso bassist Chris Hale will be presenting a rare solo set, 
performing Sylvan Coda Solo - recreating the work with the bass parts at the 
centre of the music and developing the material with improvisation. 

Tuesday, 21st   
JEX SAARELAHT TRIO with SCOTT TINKLER - Premiere

With longtime drummer Niko Schäuble on an overseas tour, pianist/
composer Jex Saarelaht has chosen to augment his trio with acoustic bassist 
Philip Rex by adding drummer Allan Browne, and also trumpeter Scott 
Tinkler. With an emphasis on robust interaction, they will continue to explore 
Saarelaht’s distinctive original music, as well as jazz compositions by the likes 
of Jason Moran, Geri Allen, Herbie Nichols, Andrew Hill and Thelonious Monk. 
With much shared history and a strong affinity, this premiere should produce 
a musical result that sounds like that of a longstanding group. 

Saturday, 25th
“BLOW”  (Melbourne/Hobart)     
8.30pm Uptown Jazz Café, upstairs,177 Brunswick Street, Fitzroy 

Now based in Tasmania, drummer Ted Vining has been an important figure 
on the Melbourne for over 50 years. He recorded with Brian Brown, Alan Lee, 
John Sangster and Don Burrows, and toured Europe with Brown in 1978. 
As well as being known for his strong sense of swing, Vining is important 
for forming the long-running ensemble Musiikki Oy (renamed as Blow in 
2000) in the early 1980s in Brisbane. The current edition of Blow features 
Peter Harper (woodwinds) and Vining, with Ian Dixon (flugelhorn), Bob 
Sedergreen (piano/keyboards), and Gareth Hill (bass). They will deliver their 
trademark high-energy open explorations and interplay on some of their 
quite accessible originals.

Sunday, 26th
“IMPRESSIONS” (Hobart/Melbourne) 

Now based in Hobart, veteran drummer Ted Vining is an important figure 
in jazz circles for forming two long-running ensembles: the Ted Vining Trio 
(1970-2006) and Musiikki Oy (renamed as Blow in 2000). With the passing 
of bassist Barry Buckley, the Trio became “Impressions”, with younger bassist 
Gareth Hill joining Bob Sedergreen (piano) and Vining (who have a 40 year 
association). Impressions has maintained a great deal of the trademark 
interplay, humour and swing of its predecessor on both standards and some 
originals.

Tuesday, 28th   
GRABOWSKY/GUERRINI/SCHAUBLE - Debut

The trio of Paul Grabowsky (piano), Mirko Guerrini (tenor saxophone), Niko 
Schauble (drums) was born casually to perform at the Bernie McGann Benefit 
concert in late 2013. It was immediately clear that a special connection 
happened when these three musicians started to play together. The trio plays 
all original music composed by all three musicians. The main characteristic 
of this band is the amazing interplay that they reach during the performance. 
Niko Schauble is one of the most creative drummers in Australia, and has 
a long association with Paul Grabowsky (who has recent solo and sextet 
albums on ABC Jazz). Since moving to Melbourne, Italian saxophonist 
Guerrini has impressed with the depth and authority of his playing in a range 
of genres. 
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Sunday, 3rd
ANDREA KELLER QUARTET 

Multi award winning pianist and composer Andrea Keller leads her long-
running ensemble the Andrea Keller Quartet, which features longtime 
collaborators Eugene Ball (trumpet), Ian Whitehurst (tenor saxophone) and 
Joe Talia (drums). 
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JAZZ NEWS

STONNINGTON JAZZ 2015 DROPS ARTISTIC DIRECTOR ROLE

Stonnington Jazz 2015 will sadly see a major departure from its previous 
artistic direction of the past 9 years, with the inclusion of more popular 
genres, and with Adrian Jackson no longer involved as Artistic Director. 
The main reason given for this change from an important cultural event 
presenting “100% Australian jazz” (which was predominantly original) to 
yet another more populist festival is cited as being financial, but follows the 
appointment of a new Economic and Cultural Manager.

Over the Festival’s history, there have been numerous unique events 
included, featuring local, interstate and expatriate artists such as Barney 
McAll, Chris McNulty and Sarah McKenzie. As such, Stonnington has received 
national recognition for its support of some important artistic presentations, 
culminating in the 2013 title for the Best Culture, Arts or Music Event at the 
Australian Event Awards. Stonnington Jazz will now possibly lose a unique 
point of difference with its support for high-quality and original Australian 
jazz. To express your concern or dissatisfaction, you can contact the Mayor 
and Councillors at Stonnington, and check the MJC website and Facebook 
page for links and further developments.

AUSTRALIAN JAZZ BELL AWARDS                                                            

The winners of the 2015 Australian Jazz Bell Awards will be announced 
in Melbourne at the prestigious Regent Ballroom on Thursday 30th April. 
Celebrating its 13th year in 2015, the Jazz Bell Awards are the only jazz-
specific awards in Australia to acknowledge excellence in performance, 
creativity and presentation, with each award carry $5,000 prize money.

ABC RADIO’S JAZZ PROGRAMMING

ABC Radio Management has not been able to convincingly justify the move of 
Jazztrack (with Mal Stanley) from Classic FM to a late night timeslot on Radio 
National, except that this will allow Classic FM to broadcast more classical 
music on stereo radio. No research had been undertaken to support this 
move, and their sole response is that jazz can be heard in stereo via digital 
means. To express displeasure at this move, and/or the ‘decommissioning’ of 
Gerry Koster’s “Jazz Up Late” (introduced in 2006), email or write to Richard 
Buckham, Manager, ABC Classic FM, and Michael Mason, Manager, ABC Radio. 
There is also an online petition at Change.org.
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MJC ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP: SUPPORT THE CO-OP in 2015

MJC Membership for 2015 is available in three tiers: $75 for Gold level, 
$30 ($20 concessions) for the Silver level, and $10 for Bronze level (for 
musicians). Membership benefits vary with levels, but can include free entry 
for one MJC performance by a Victorian act, concession entry to all MJC 
performances, a 20% discount on extempore publications, special member 
deals on selected events, and regular giveaways through the e-newsletter.

Visit www.mjc.org.au/membership to join or renew for 2015, and please 
contact melbournejazzcooperative@gmail.com for more information.

SIGN UP TO OUR ENEWS

Keep up to date by joining our free mailing list. Emails are sent once a 
fortnight with the latest gigs, albums and giveaways. 

Sign up online at www.mjc.org.au     
or email info@mjc.org.au

See www.uptownjazzcafe.com & www.bennettslane.com for more gigs. 
See www.mjc.org, www.jazz.org.au, www.australianjazz.net,   
www.sima.org.au for more news.

This project has been assisted by the Australian Government through the Australia Council, its 
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